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More trains stop at Parson St and Bedminster:
2 July 2014: Celebrating
the new evening service
at Bedminster station

On 19th May 2014, we celebrated a new ‘earlybird’ service: the 05.12 train from
Taunton now stops at Parson Street (06.13) and Bedminster (06.16) en route to
Temple Meads. Arriving TM at 06.20, this enables Bedminster and Parson St
passengers to catch the 06.35 to London. The celebration was hosted by Bristol
Blue Glass at their workshop next to Bedminster station.
On 2nd July 2014, FoSBR members were joined by Don the Whistler, dressed in a
Brunel top hat, to celebrate the new evening service to Temple Meads: 19.35 at
Parson Street and 19.37 at Bedminster, arriving TM at 19.40. This was after 3 years’
campaigning by FoSBR, working with the Severnside Community Rail Partnership
and others.
Although these extra services are very welcome, we still want a more regular service
- eventually a half hourly service for most of the day (as in our ‘Unite the City’
campaign). MetroWest Phase 1 promises service enhancements to the timetable
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from 2019 but FoSBR continues to campaign for further improvements to the
timetable before then. We urge the Bristol City Council rail development officer
and the West of England Partnership to negotiate with First Great Western to
amend the December timetable - so that commuters from these two stations can
connect with the Avonmouth/ Severn Beach trains.
FoSBR members can also help – by emailing local councillors to promote the
improvements and to push for a 30 minute frequency. The local councillors nearest
to these stations are:
Councillor Sam Mongon (Labour, Windmill Hill): sam.mongon@bristol.gov.uk
Councillor Charlie Bolton (Green, Southville): charlie.bolton@bristol.gov.uk
Councillor Mark Bailey (Lib Dem, Windmill Hill): mark.bailey@bristol.gov.uk
Councillor Jay Jethwa (Conservative, Stockwood): jay.jethwa@bristol.gov.uk

RHS It’s Your Neighbourhood Awards

(Heather Cullimore, SCRP)

On Monday 3rd July, the Severn Beach line was assessed for the Royal Horticulture
Societies "It’s Your Neighbourhood" awards. This is a scheme open to volunteer
gardening projects which are focused on cleaning up and greening up their local
environment.
During the assessment points are awarded for community
participation, environmental responsibility and gardening achievement.
Heather Cullimore and Keith Walton of Severnside Community Rail Partnership
(SCRP), Terry Hubbard and Joey Stephens of First Great Western met assessor
Grenville Johnson at Lawrence Hill station to view the planters and the City to
Seaside rail arts project. The group travelled to Stapleton Road to see the Eastside
Roots Community Garden Centre and the iconic Bill Guilding mural, then along the
line to Avonmouth, being joined at Shirehampton by Ash Bearman and the "Shire
Greens". Refreshments for the tour were provided by the Coffee Trike at Redland
station.
At the end of the assessment Grenville Johnson passed on
his thanks to everyone involved and said that he was really
impressed with how - through everyone working together so much has been achieved along the line.
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THE HENBURY LOOP

(John Payne)

Road traffic in Bristol far exceeds the capacity of the road network. The resultant
heavy congestion is bad for:





The local economy;
Bus services;
Air quality (see Evening Post report on 24 July), general health and well-being;
The street scene.

How can this be turned around?
People will not leave their cars at home unless public transport is good. Rail
transport, because of its speed and comfort, is the most attractive alternative form
of transport for car drivers. Unlike many places, Bristol has a rail network in place
that could be upgraded or brought back into use in a matter of years. This would
radically improve rail services, providing an attractive alternative to road transport.
The Henbury Loop is part of this underused network, taking only freight and
diverted passenger traffic at present. However it is not scheduled to be fully used
until 2023! This is not acceptable. Upgraded with twin tracks, new signalling and
re-opened stations it would:
 Provide regular services in both directions;
 Unite Bristol with services running through to existing lines and Portishead when
the line is re-opened;
 Serve an expanding catchment area, not least the major residential developments
adjoining Filton Airfield;
 Improve choices for commuters e.g. those at Filton’s aerospace industries faced
with reduced parking space;
 Reduced congestion, allowing bus services to speed up;
 Improved quality of life.
We must seize the opportunity to re-open the Henbury Loop to passengers now.
With political will backed by local interests the money required for the investment
can surely be found. We know investment in local rail lines works. Relatively
modest investment in the Severn Beach Line has resulted in huge increases in the
numbers of passengers. Other cities open up new routes; surely, as we enter Green
Capital 2015, Bristol can put on pressure to provide transport for the thousands of
new homes in North Bristol.
Note: The Henbury Loop is used as a diversionary route with trains coming from Newport
and Gloucester stations, for example. Also in the past few years, First Great Western,
Network Rail and Bristol City Council have hired a train for a round trip along this loop.
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PACT - Police and Communities Together

(Julie Boston)

PACT meetings have brought together groups involved in local rail. The following
are the main points of the July 2014 meeting which was attended by Severn Beach /
Pilning Parish council, Bristol City Council Emergency Control, Shirehampton
Community Council, FoSBR, Severnside Community Rail Partnership (SCRP), a BCC
transport rail officer and Network Rail.
Avonmouth – a secure cycle storage cage has been built on the Severn Beach
platform but cannot be used until individual cycle lockers are installed. An update
should be available by …..the November meeting.
Shirehampton station has had no Help Point since March. Sadly, plants were stolen
before the ‘It’s Your Neighbourhood’ competition. Blaise Nursery generously
helped out (twice!) without additional charge. Staff from Fraikin (a van & truck hire
company) provided water for the flower beds from their depot until a water butt
was installed.
Sea Mills station was targeted with racist graffiti on two occasions earlier this year;
this was quickly painted out and has not reoccurred.
Clifton Down station tunnel area has been cleared up. This area is monitored by
CCTV operators with live talkback on cameras.
Montpelier station has been transformed by the SCRP. But the trains are so popular
that there is limited space for cycles / passengers on peak time commuter trains.
Stapleton Road station expect Harrington humps to be installed. Under Section 149
Equalities Act 2010, Network Rail and First Great Western have an obligation
towards this compliance.
Lawrence Hill station - vigilance was requested as some concerns have been raised
regarding English Defence League (EDL) supporters in the area.
Note: The PACT service is threatened by cuts in the police budget. At the West of
England Partnership meeting on 12 September, Councillor Brian Allinson and all
the councillors agreed to write to the relevant Police department calling for this
essential service to continue.
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A Letter from the Chair

(Bernard Lane)

Recently I received an anonymous letter from a member expressing his anger at
FoSBR’s inaction over the non-collection of fares. (See website)
I would want to reassure members that we have on many occasions raised this issue
with many in the rail industry, including First Great Western (FGW). In response,
FGW, with DfT permission, have employed more ticket inspectors/collectors and
there have been 2 collectors on many peak time trains. Even so, we are aware, as
every regular passenger is, that many travel free of charge. (Last year we also raised
this issue with Stephen Williams, MP for Bristol West. FGW told him that they
would employ more staff to solve the problem - but, still, staff shortages are given
as one of the reasons for non collection).
FoSBR has been working with others to get more ticket machines onto platforms,
especially the busier ones, with staff at Clifton Down at peak times; for more ticket
line inspections at stations along the route; for new and reliable machines for guards
on the trains; for self-service machines on the trains; for the introduction of Oyster
type cards throughout the West of England area as well as easier access to tickets in
ticket offices at busy stations, e.g. Filton Abbey Wood, Clifton Down, Stapleton
Road, etc.
FoSBR members too can help by:
1) Keeping a record of all their journeys on which tickets are not sold to them - with
date, time and journey detail. Send them to Severnside Community Rail
Partnership (SCRP) & FGW.
2) If buying a ticket on line to destinations beyond BTM, buy it from your local
station, e.g. Severn Beach to Bath.
3) Buying season tickets – National Rail website has details of costs – with large
savings e.g. a monthly SB to BTM is £34.60, 12 months is £360 (a photo card is
needed for purchase of season tickets and anything longer than a week has to
be bought at BTM).
4) School pupils can get cheap ‘Scholars Tickets’ from SCRP.
5) Send a cheque for any unpaid journeys each month – FGW might get fed up with
having to deposit them and make selling tickets more a priority.
6) Finally, volunteer to help with the passenger count that SCRP organises each
June – it is the main source of statistics on passenger use.
FoSBR committee shares the concerns of members on this issue and urge members
to work together to improve this situation.
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Montpelier Station then and now

1928: Montpelier station in its prime.
The left-hand building was destroyed in a 1941 air raid and replaced with a
single storey building (now Period Fireplaces); the right-hand building was
demolished later (1970s?) and is now just a grassy bank.

Montpelier station 2014: Period Fireplaces on the left covered with street
artistry! New housing, built c. 5 years ago, in the background
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Under the Floorboards

(Carol Durrant)

Whilst repairing the floor in our house in Montpelier, we found an old railway
timetable in the void under the boards. The timetable dates from 1896 and bears
the title:
Great Western Railway Suburban Train Service
to and from BRISTOL October, November & December 1896
The paper is yellow and frayed but schedules for various suburban and intercity
services can still be deciphered. The timetable divides into eight sections:
Bristol Temple Meads and Clifton Down
The 1896 journey time of 15 minutes from Bristol TM to Clifton Down is similar to
that of 2014, with the same intermediate stops of Lawrence Hill, Stapleton Rd and
Montpelier.
Clifton Down, Hotwells and Avonmouth
The 1896 journey time from Clifton Down to Avonmouth was 20-23 minutes, via Sea
Mills, Shirehampton and Avonmouth Dock. The 2014 journey time for this route is
11-15 minutes with one stop fewer, the modern day Avonmouth station being
known as Avonmouth Dock in 1896. The railway did not reach Severn Beach until
1900.
Bristol and Portishead
In 1896 the journey time from Bristol Temple Meads to Portishead was between 3545 minutes, via Bedminster, Clifton Bridge, Pill and Portbury. The Portishead line
closed to passenger traffic in 1964. Today the bus journey from Bristol city centre to
Portishead takes a similar length of time, traffic permitting.
MetroWest Phase 1 will re-open the railway line to passengers from 2019 with a
proposed journey time of 17 minutes.
Bristol and Bath
The 1896 journey time from Bristol TM to Bath was 18-27 minutes, via Keynsham,
Saltford and Twerton. The 2014 journey time is 11-17 minutes, some trains
stopping at Keynsham and some at Oldfield Park. Oldfield Park did not exist in 1896,
only opening in 1929.
Bristol, Chepstow, Newport and Cardiff
The 1896 journey time from Bristol TM to Severn Tunnel Junction was 41-47
minutes, via Lawrence Hill, Stapleton Road, Ashley Hill, Filton, Patchway & Stoke
Gifford and Pilning. Connections are listed for Chepstow, Newport and Cardiff.
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The 2014 journey time to STJ is 19-29 minutes, the trains stopping at Lawrence Hill
(some services), Stapleton Road (some services), Filton Abbey Wood and Patchway
(some services). Pilning station is still open but is only served by two trains a week!
Bristol, Clevedon and Weston-super-Mare
The 1896 journey time from Bristol TM to Weston super Mare was 38-52 minutes
via Bedminster, Flax Bourton, Nailsea, Yatton, Clevedon, Puxton and Worle. Until
1966 a shuttle service ran on the Clevedon branch line between Yatton and
Clevedon which linked with the main line services.
The 2014 journey time to WSM is 17-34 minutes, the fast trains running direct and
the slower trains stopping at a combination of Bedminster, Parson Street, Nailsea &
Backwell, Yatton, Worle and Weston Milton.
Yatton, Cheddar and Wells
This 1896 route from Yatton to Wells has no modern rail link for comparison.
Passenger traffic ceased in 1963 and the old line forms the Strawberry Line Cycle
Path (see www.thestrawberryline.co.uk).
Bristol and Radstock
The 1896 journey time from Bristol TM to Radstock was circa 50 minutes but
passenger services ceased in 1959. The Whitchurch Cycle Path now follows part of
the route. Bus services from Bristol bus station to Radstock take at least 75 minutes.

The full 1896 timetable can be found on the FOSBR website www.fosbr.org.uk,
complete with a sketch of the network at that time. The web page also details when
historic stations closed or “modern” stations opened in the intervening 118 years.
The next time you lift your floorboards, dear reader, take a good look into the void
- in case something of interest lies beneath!
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Strong show of support for re-opening Saltford Railway Station
(Duncan Hounsell, Saltford Station Campaign)
A large group of Saltford residents gathered at the Saltford railway station site on
Saturday 23rd August 2014 to remind B&NES Council and others that there is
considerable support for reopening the railway station in Saltford. The Bath
Chronicle referred to it as a “mass gathering”.

B&NES Council Cabinet will be receiving the latest report exploring the feasibility of
the station at its November meeting. B&NES Council Cabinet may then consider
whether to move the Saltford station project on to the next stage of the process
which will include more detailed work on costs, technical issues, and design. Once
re-opened, the station would provide a regular train service for Saltford as part of
the Metro West project with half hourly services across the whole Bristol-Bath subregion. Network Rail has confirmed "passive provision" for Saltford Station and that
timetabling issues can be resolved in the development work.
(for more info: www.saltfordenvironmentgroup.org.uk/station)

Membership Matters
Tony Lloyd (FoSBR Membership Secretary)
All those of you who sent their 2014 subscriptions before the end of April should
have received membership cards with the April newsletter. Thank you to all who
sent their subscriptions since then – your membership cards are enclosed with this
newsletter. We would also be happy to receive any other subscriptions for this year
– every little bit helps!
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The Coffee Trike

(Tony Lloyd)

If you go down to Redland Station, you will find a very welcoming sight – a tricycle
that has been converted into a coffee and snack bar! Keira, the enterprising lady
who owns and runs the coffee trike, has built it herself from bits and pieces. It has
been available for various venues since last December and has been operating at
Redland station since early June. It is open weekdays in the morning.
Trade has built up steadily and is now booming. Keira now takes pre-orders – so you
can book your cappuccino for when you arrive for your train. Of course you don’t
have to be travelling to use the coffee trike - just call in when passing.
www.thecoffeetrike.co.uk

This is what is needed on our stations – a friendly, focal point which makes the
station much more appealing while you wait for your train.
Ed: check out a ‘cortado’ – an espresso with a shot of latte milk – just what you need
to start your day!
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Proposed Green Transport Events
As part of Bristol being the European Green Capital for 2015, there will be many,
varied events taking place in the city to ‘Inspire, Educate and Celebrate’. Green
Transport is an important part of this and a cross-transport action group is planning
green transport events for 2015. FoSBR is very active in this and has put forward
ideas for bi-monthly events. These are yet to be finalised but the following gives a
flavour of what we propose:
1) 1st January 2015: New Year’s Day walk/swim at Weston-super-Mare. Catch a
train from Clifton Down to WSM, enjoy a windy walk along the promenade, then
fish and chips at the Colonial Hotel. Return to CD late afternoon.
2) March 2015: Mad as a March Hare rail challenge. On a Saturday, Temple
Meads to Severn Beach, walk to Pilning then lunch at the Plough, Pilning. At
15.40, take the ‘parliamentary train’ (the only train that day from Pilning) to
Newport and then back to TM.
3) May 2015: General Election Special. Anniversary of new ‘Earlybird’ service for
Bedminster & Parson St – evening event with all election candidates and
councillors invited to speak at a hustings.
4) July 2015: Get me to the Party in the Park. Walk along the Avon from TM to
Keynsham Park for the ‘Party in the Park’ all day on Sat 4th July. At 7.30 pm a
prom concert by the Keynsham Orchestra. Pushchair (kids & disabled) party to
go there earlier by train.
5) August 2015: Follow the Balloons race. During the Balloon Fiesta, proposed
race from Ashton Court to possibly Kingswood Park – using all different types of
public transport. Collect stamps on a ‘Greater Bristol’ passport at various
locations (parks, Shaun the Sheep locations, etc.) with prizes at a closing
celebration event.
6) October 2015: Autumn Avon Gorge walk. Meet at Sea Mills and walk back
along the north of the gorge to enjoy the autumn colours, up Blackgang chine
(perhaps seeing the goats) and then picnic on the Downs. Train home from
Clifton Down.
7) December 2015: Severn Beach Santa Special. Train from TM to Severn Beach,
tea at Shirley’s cafe or Xmas lunch at the Severn Beach or Avonmouth
community centres.
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These and other proposals will be finalised by the end of this year. The events are
going to need plenty of volunteers from the various transport organisations,
including FoSBR. We will be letting you know more in the near future but, in the
meantime, it would be useful to get an idea of who would like to help with the
planning, organisation and delivery. If you are interested, please send a message to
campaigns@fosbr.org.uk.

A Family Outing

(Julie Boston)

On Easter Saturday 2014, four generations of my family met in the park next to
Windsor Central Station to celebrate a birthday. Most of us travelled by train.
My son, his partner and their boys aged 15 and 10 travelled from South East
London. Their return ticket for train, tube and train to Windsor Central Station and
back cost £24.95, using a Family Railcard. Debbie and children aged 15, 10 and 7
and their Gran, also with a Family Rail Card, spent £20 on a return ticket from
Hounslow station.
Luggage is a problem on trains but that didn’t stop my
sisters-in-law bringing a trolley, two collapsible canvas
chairs and enough food for all.
The Bristol contingent (me, 2 parents and 3 children aged 17, 15 and 7) came by car
and did the journey in 90 minutes. The birthday boy and his toddler son arrived later
and spent at least 30 minutes cruising round looking for a parking space.
At Feltham station, my sisters in law faced a problem - the booking office was shut.
Maureen bought an adult return ticket from the machine. Sue, who has a Senior
Railcard, got onto the train without a ticket – because the machine did not show
Senior Railcards. She did not know that a passenger without a ticket is committing a
crime and could be fined at least £60!
The children spent several happy hours with Stomp Rockets, Vortex and Diablo in
the spacious park. The adults spent an equally happy time chatting and taking tea
breaks in the nearby café.
Where in Bristol would be a good meeting place for a similar event? St George’s
Park, Church Road, has a bus and rail service (Lawrence Hill Station) plus a
wonderful library and a nearby independent cafe. Bedminster Station is close to
shops, parks and bus services. A First Family Day Rider ticket at £8 for Bristol is good
value.
The question is: will I get the family to sample Bristol Green Capital in 2015?
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FoSBR walk in the Melksham Carnival Parade

(Carol Durrant)

This spring FoSBR received an invitation to walk in the 2014 Melksham Carnival
Parade to help promote the TransWilts railway. This was an opportunity we were
keen to take up, as FoSBR has been impressed by recent improvements in the
TransWilts rail service. (see FoSBR website for video of the carnival procession)
The TransWilts line crosses Wiltshire north to
south from Swindon to Salisbury via
Chippenham,
Melksham,
Trowbridge,
Westbury, Dilton Marsh and Warminster.
The train service in recent years has been
sparse but the TransWilts Community Rail
Partnership (TWCRP) has campaigned to
achieve significant improvements for local
communities and businesses.
Thus, on Saturday 12th July, 15 members of
FoSBR boarded the intercity to Chippenham
where we transferred to the TransWilts
service to Melksham. We were met and
made welcome by our TWCRP hosts and
treated to refreshments. Graham Ellis (of the
Partnership) gave us an interesting
presentation on the history of the line.
TWCRP and FoSBR were joined by other friends and then we were ready for the
procession. The theme of our walking “float” in the procession was “Things you can
take on the train”. Our highly visible group comprised small children and grown ups,
including a colleague in a wheelchair – all of us in FoSBR & TWCRP bright yellow
T-shirts! Our accessories included pushchairs, bicycles, luggage and dogs.
Walking in the procession was a great experience; the costumes and soundtracks of
nearby floats put us in a true carnival mood and happy crowds lined the route. We
handed out leaflets with train timetables and headlines to encourage the public to
travel by train:
“Free bus service to and from Melksham Railway Station” and
“Take the train this summer, 16 trains a day now call at Melksham”.
People seemed keen to take our leaflets and we handed out over 1500 along the
route. At the end of the procession we had time for a quick half before taking the
train back to Bristol via Trowbridge. Many thanks to Graham Ellis and team at
TWCRP for facilitating the event.
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Graham updated us in September:
“It was a fantastic day - really great to have the help and support of other rail groups such
as FoSBR (the Bristol area is a natural passenger flow from Melksham) and a job well done
- THANK YOU. Handing out timetables and train information to the crowd was so
rewarding – people, initially cautious at taking leaflets, were grabbing for them once they
knew it was about the new public transport that’s making such a difference to the town.
Reviewing at the end of the summer, our passenger numbers are very much at the upper
end of our forecasts, and a long, long way above the “break even” targets which had to be
achieved to make the TransWilts service a success. Much of this is due to the wide range
of activities we’ve undertaken to make sure people are aware of the service, including that
Carnival walk.”

MetroWest
This is the brand name for a phased series of projects that could dramatically
improve rail transport in the West of England. It is being led by the West of England
Local Enterprise Partnership (WEP) – with the support of the four local authorities
(Bristol City Council, Bath & North East Somerset (BANES), North Somerset, South
Glos. (for more info: www.travelwest.info/MetroWest). The principal projects are:
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Phase 1
 Re-opening the Portishead line,
with stations at Portishead and Pill
 Half hourly trains from Temple
Meads to Avonmouth
 More trains serving Keynsham,
Oldfield Park, Bedminster, Parson St
 Turn round at Bathampton
 Ready for May 2019

Phase 2
 Half hourly train to Yate
 Half hourly train on Henbury line
 Additional stations at Ashley Down,
possibly also Horfield/Lockleaze
 Ready for May 2021

In addition, the following are also being considered:
 New/ re-opened stations for Saltford, Ashton Gate, Corsham, Bathampton
 Electrification to WSM, Yate, Severn Beach line, Henbury loop
 New platform at Portway Park & Ride
As you can imagine, there is a ton of detail in all of these projects – with
considerable controversy about certain aspects.
However things are moving
th
forward and, on 12 September, the ‘Preliminary Business Case’ [400 pages long!]
for Phase 1 was approved by the WEP Joint Transport Board. This demonstrates
that the scheme is value for money, has a commercial footing, is financially
affordable and is deliverable in 2019. More detailed technical work needs to be
undertaken and reported through subsequent business cases, before construction
can start in 2017.
FoSBR has presented a statement on Phases 1 and 2 to Bristol City Full Council on
16th September (you can see this in full on the FoSBR website). In summary:







We are delighted that the Preliminary Business Case, Phase 1 has been approved
Ref. subsidy requirements: we think that the Business Case has over-estimated
how much annual subsidy will be required. They say £1.8M whereas we think no
more than £1.1M (or £275K from each of the 4 councils)
More trains for Bedminster is not a ‘favoured’ option in Phase 1; we think it
should be – it has good access, parking and potential as a rail-bus interchange.
Ashton Gate is only considered for Phase 2 – this should be brought forward.
Ref. Phase 2 and the Henbury loop – we think the Councils should try to obtain
funding for rail improvements from employers and developers. An example is
the proposed 8,000-home development on the old Filton airfield (the Cribbs
Patchway New Neighbourhood scheme, CPNN) – where surely it is in the
developers interest to have good transport links.
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Coming Events:

FoSBR Autumn Meeting: ‘Goodbye to Summer’
When: Sunday 26th October 2014
Where: Lamplighters pub, Station Road, Shirehampton, BS11 9XA
(This pub, a FoSBR favourite, has just re-opened after being closed for about 4 years).
Come for a pub lunch at about 1 pm. This will be followed by a walk back to Bristol
(setting off at about 2 pm) for the energetic or you can always get a train or bus
back. Alternatively bring a picnic and then join the walk afterwards.
Best trains to get to Shirehampton:
BTM (12.23)  Clifton Down (12.36)  Shirehampton (12.44) , or
Avonmouth (12.52)  Shirehampton (12.55)
Note: the clocks go back an hour on that day

FoSBR Annual General Meeting (advance notice)
When: Friday 23 January 2015 (6.30 pm for a 7 pm start)
Where: Halo Restaurant & Bar, 141 Gloucester Road, Bristol, BS7 8BA
Details about this meeting will be included with the December newsletter.
This is our second newsletter this year and there will be another towards the end of
December. If you have anything that could go in the next newsletter (comments,
photos, whinges, praise, anecdotes, poems, etc.), please send them in to us.
Contact us:
General enquiries
Membership
Newsletter
Campaigning
Facebook
Twitter
Website

general@fosbr.org.uk
membership@fosbr.org.uk
newsletter@fosbr.org.uk
campaigns@fosbr.org.uk
www.facebook.com/FOSBR
www.twitter.com/FOSBR
www.fosbr.org.uk

or write to FoSBR, c/o 29 Brighton Road, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6NU
 FOSBR, printed by Sprinters
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